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“Shallom…
This sharing is about my respect of the protection and wonders of the blessed Green Scapular. Since I find
the green scapular from the website (xxx) from 2011. I immediately make online order for the blessed Green
Scapular [kit]. After a month waiting, the blessed green scapulars finally arrived. I was very happy. That
night I do the house protection with the prayer given (5 years ago we live in the quarters at our work place).
The first significant sign after making the home protection in my quarters, I feel very peaceful living in the
quarters. Until 2012, a large fire occurred throughout our quarters [complex]. A quarters only takes 20 min‐
utes to be destroyed by fire and the fire is to fast and spreading, even the Keningau Fire Brigade [fire fighters]
can not stop the fire. Surprisingly, our quarters where we [T and his family] were staying did not burn by the
fire, even though the fire burning from the next home / quarters that was very close and the heat of the fire
can be felt from our quarters. Furthermore, the wind was very strong by that time and allows the fire to
spread easily.
By that time, I only can pray and surrender everything to Jesus and Our Lady. I give up and have to accept in
case bad things may occur to our quarters. Due to the smoke being to thick and the heat is to hot, I had to
get away from our quarters (my wife and our youngest who is one month old, had to go to a safe place. Our
eldest is still at the nursery). It’s hard right to my heart because to think the Sacred items, all goods and
other things will burn. However, due to not feeling calm, approximately 30 minutes, I went back to see my
quarters. Wow!..it was very miraculous, our quarters did not burn by the fire. I was very happy.
I quickly go inside our quarters to look for any important items and goods that can be salvaged and saved. It’s
almost evening, due to feel the situation is safe, I decided to go to my mother‐in‐law’s home at Petikang xxx
Village and also by that time, my wife and children are already there. Late that night, I still cannot sleep, I
kept thinking of our quarters. I cannot fill calm, like there is something forcing me to go back there by that
night; like there is something calling me back to our quarters. The distance from my mother‐in‐law’s house
to the quarters is approximately 25 minutes driving.
What else, due to not filling calm, I told my wife and mother‐in‐law that I want to go back at the quarters to
looking around at the situation. Then I continued to drive, going back there. As I arrived there, it was very
dark there, no electricity. Then I immediately opened the quarters door and… dobbb! My heart beats were
strong…. I saw in the ceiling [of my home/quarters] is being lively with splashes and sparks [of fire]. What
else, I called our neighbors and they immediately bring the water hose and going up to the roof….thanks..
The fire stopped. Praise God and thanks to the protection of Our Lady. In the following day, I already de‐
cided for move to my house at xxx Keningau. This is where we live now. Inside this house also, I already
placed the blessed Green Scapulars for home protection. In fact, in my car I also put the blessed Green
Scapular for protection and Praise God, I often am protected from an accident. I have a few times almost
been involved in an accident but thanks to God… I was continued protection by Our Blessed Mother.
That all my sharing regard the protection from the blessed Green Scapulars. Once again, I praise God and
Lady. Amen.
Regards, T.

